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Surfing at Venice beach this morning. Surfed the west-wind chop. I know what makes that
chop. 20 knots of westerly maybe 40 miles away. But under the chop is a bigger west wind
swell. That’s the outer waters’ remnant. Santa Rosa to San Nicolas is blowing like stink.
I can’t think of much else but
Transpac these days. Our Cal
40 has some major karma.
We have an ego-free crew
with good experience but
nowhere near enough
experience to be jaded. We
are all kids, so excited about
this race we could squeal.
Group photo before race.
Left to right front row: Don Burdge, Bill
Wright, Jim Barber, James Learned.
Top row left to right: Steve Calhoun
(owner), Carlton Seaver (Navigator)

And it is going to be a buster. Just look at the wind prediction for our start day. Enough to scare
the bejesus out of you.
Dark blue stretches from our start area off Palos
Verdes (about the “M” in Santa Monica) to the west
end of Catalina. That dark blue is the first puzzle we
must solve. It means 0-4 kts of wind. Yuck. We
have to read the currents, keep the Cal40 fleet to our
south, and just get the heck out of there as quick as
we can. But look at what happens at the line between
San Clemente Island (farthest south on the map) and
Anacapa (smallest island nearest St. Monica). The
wind increases so fast over such a short space that it
“skips” light blue (4kts), pale blue (8kts), blue-green
(12kts), dark green (16kts), light green (20kts), and
goes directly to yellow green, i.e., 24 fucking knots.
This over a space of maybe 10 miles. When these
guys predict 24 kts, they mean the base level. Usually, you see gusts to 35.
That map is what has me feeling like a little kid. What does 24 with gusts to 35 mean? It means
Dramamine. Fuck the drowsy’s, we’re talking survival here. It means reefing the main down to
scratch (tucking in 30-40% of its sail area). It means changing out the 150% genoa (the size of
the front sail; be it the jib, genoa, or top-sail; is measured as the relative percentage of the
distance from the front of the boat to the mast along the foredeck. Thus the 150% genoa reaches
from the bow past the mast half the foredeck distance.). Better to use the 130%. Jim Barber was
asking me on the phone yesterday if we should even take the silly 130 (also called the “#4”).
We’d probably never use it, and why carry the weight for 2200 miles (The extra weight would
probably would cost us a couple of minutes, but no one really knows). But that yellow-green

blotch up there on the map screams out to us, TAKE THE #4, or forever wish you did. That’s a
hundred miles of out-of-control with the 150. That wind puts the boat on its ear with the main
fully flogging and a big luff in the 150. Going slow, going low. If the competition chooses not
to take their 130, we will BURY them. With the #4 we will stand up straight, point as high as we
choose, and just fly.
What else does 24 kts with gusts to 35 mean? First, the change to the #4 will be intense. James
Learned is our young-buck foredeck guy, and this sail change will put him to the test. If we are
smart, we won’t wait till the wind hits the mid 20s. Somewhere around 20 kts we will change
down. The seas will be big and breaking (it’s been blowing out there for many days making the
wave conditions are well-established), and James better hold on. Just getting the sail on deck is
craziness. The bag is slippery, water washing everywhere. Many careful hands help, but
ultimately James is out on the end of the bucking bow, trying to attach the tack (bottom front
corner of the sail) to the deck, the head (top of the sail) to the halyard, then slip the luff-line near
the head through the little feeder that starts the sail up the little groove that keeps it attached to
the head-stay (the wire that goes from the bow to the top of the mast). All of these moves are
micro-manipulation type tasks on a bow that makes a bull ride look tame. But the motion is the
easy part. Huge washing waves will be sweeping the foredeck every minute or so. Maybe once
or twice during the exercise we’ll take “green water” over the bow, when a wave that is just too
steep for Psyche to float up on has its way with us. The foredeck crew has to really hold on. Of
course we are tethered to the boat with our safety harnesses, but I’ve always thought of this
“safety harness” as one of those lesser of two evils thing. If you lose your grip and are washed
overboard with no tether, you’re just dead. Panic, then calm, then cold, then sleep. If you are
attached by your tether, you will be dragged along at the end of a 6 foot line, swallowing the
whole ocean, banging yourself senseless against the side of the boat till the crew figures out how
to haul you aboard. Got to choose senseless unless you’re really depressed. Oh, I forgot, its also
2 or 4 AM, it is pitch fucking dark (always overcast out there, so no moon, too far from LA for
artificial light), you are tired because you haven’t slept all that well in anticipation of this race.
But sleepy doesn’t come close to how you feel. Adrenaline flows everywhere.
You don’t lose your grip. You take the operation slowly, steadily, carefully. You slowly crank
the 130 up on the weather side of the 150; two sails up at once, for a moment till the whole crew
hauls down the 150 and crams it down below. Everyone is wet, tired, and relieved. The
helmsman is in bliss. These Cal40s LOVE this shit. Psyche will stay close-hauled and punch
through all the waves, falling off the big ones with a bang that makes you wonder. But Psyche is
made of persistent stuff, and as long as the crew hangs in there, she will.
Hang in there. By now the wind will be in the mid 20’s with gusts to 35. Waves will be
sweeping the cockpit a lot. The crew will be sick. All of us. Some will puke, some will wish
they could. But we all know that if we can keep it together better than our competition, we can
pick up some serious distance. How do you sail this boat to windward in these conditions? I
actually have had precious little racing in 25-35 kts. You sail the balance. If a really big gust
hits you, you feather upwind to keep her on her feet. If the wind is mellow you head down for
more speed. Psyche has amazing instruments unlike any I’ve ever experienced. Both the winddirection and knot-meter have an averaging function that really works. You can actually tell
exactly how close you are to the wind (the apparent wind angle) and how fast you are going.
Previous instruments I’ve experienced bounce all over the place; 7 knots, then 3, then 9, etc.; and
you really can’t use them very well. Instead you use organic inputs, the wind on your face, the
sound of bubbles going past, the quickness with which they come past, the frequency that the
bow encounters the chop; lots of sensory inputs. But the fact is, they suck. You’re never totally
positive whether you are going fast or slow. This is where the idea of “feel” comes from. Some
people can do it very well. Anyway, these new instruments trump all that. You KNOW how

fast you are going and how close to the wind, and it really helps you steer the boat. If the
knotmeter says you are going really fast, you start to feather the boat to windward; distance to
windward will pay off later. Too slow, and you head the boat down away from the wind a touch
(maybe 3 degrees) to get more momentum, maybe even let an inch out on the jib to get you
going again. During the day, you watch the seas and avoid the really steep ones. They stop you
in your tracks. But it’s night now, and you just get into a groove; you, the instruments, your
sense of balance, and the sounds. Now, with these new instruments, the helmsman with the most
persistent concentration wins. I like that. I was never much good at the feel thing, but give me
an unequivocal readout of wind and speed, and I can concentrate for a long time.
Beating to windward really is an art. My Dad can beat to windward faster than anyone I’ve ever
sailed with. “How do you do it, Dad?” “It’s just feel, son.” Wait a minute. I’m your kid, you’re
supposed to give me your secrets. Well he gave me some of them, but it’s taken 54 years, and
I’m still not as fast to windward as he is. I think you have to be left-handed to sail fast to
windward. My little brother is left-handed, and his upwind boat-speed in his little OK dingy was
phenomenal. Luckily, he doesn’t sail anymore, or I’d really be frustrated. Dad’s last transpac
was aboard a 98-foot ketch, called the Morning Star. They made him steer the entire beat to
windward, till they passed Catalina Island and cracked off. They knew he had the feel, and could
keep those 98 feet in a 2 degree groove. He says that that beat around Catalina might be his
favorite sail ever. They were already miles ahead of their nearest competition, including the
giant Good Will, a longer but less sleek schooner that went on many Transpacs. That was an
amazing trip. It was a half-century ago. They broke the elapsed time record by some 2 days, and
their record was never in jeopardy until 30-plus years later, when light-weight “maxi’s” came on
the scene. Morning Star was a low-sided boat, like a big steel canoe. I saw her a few times in
my youth, big portholes along the topsides, rust forever seeping everywhere, but fast, really fast.
Low-sided means wet, and I imagine they took more than their share of seas onboard that first
night. Actually, Dad says they took water on deck for the entire race that year, even when they
were going downwind with the spinnaker. A low-sided, heavy, canoe like that gets on a wave
and goes so fast it digs a hole deeper in the ocean. It actually gets lower and lower, until water
just streams over both rails at the same time. My Dad, aged 33, was the navigator, that year. But
just to make sure he didn’t mess up, Bill Rheem, the owner, brought along my Grandad, the
master navigator. Dad says the decks were awash the entire race. Cal40s don’t do that, but more
on that later.

WGW
#2
8July06
Arranged my whole day at my biology research lab so I could get out at 3:15 to go sailing with
the new Mainsail. It isn’t ready yet, so we sail
tomorrow. This mainsail story is really about the
Main Man. Steve Carlton owns the Psyche. He is a
most astounding owner/skipper. Sailing a race like
this in a serious way is intensely stressful. You
make decisions, you reverse decisions, you talk
about decisions, then you make them stick, then
they make you sick. Steve does this algorithm with
aplomb. He is so into this race that he has set the
standard for the rest of us. His attention to every
detail is remarkable. I couldn’t possibly do it. I get
lost in details. But not Steve. His lists are short,
Steve Calhoun
driving, Bill
Wright watching

because he gets them all done! Buy a water maker. Install it. Buy a new main sheet and blocks.
Buy a new ¾ ounce spinnaker. Buy a new spinnaker pole. Buy all new electronics. I mean the
boat is amazingly, incredibly ready to go. But notice the verb in the execution of these lists.
This man is a fearless check-writer. Here, we come back to the mainsail. The crew has noticed
that Psyche’s mainsail is a bit of a midget. It isn’t that old, but it doesn’t have a roach. Now
some of you probably have a misconception of exactly
what a roach is. On a mainsail, the roach is what makes
you pass the boat ahead. The roach is the secret weapon
that every boat should have. The roach is why we have
agonized, and why I’m going sailing tomorrow early PM
only 2 days before the race. Here’s a picture.
Now you know what the Roach is. It’s just that picky-un
little area outside of the straight line between the masthead to the end of the boom. But for some mystical
reason, boats with a large well-shaped roach in their
mainsail go faster than boats with little or no roach, like
Psyche’s old mainsail. That last bit of sail adds a ton of
power; seems like it’s much more than the percentage
addition of sail area, but I’m probably off base here.
Now even with that old mainsail, we managed to beat
Jim Eddy’s boat Callisto (more on them later) in a recent St. Barbara Island race, so our main is
no slouch. But the entire crew knows that we need that roach. Steve gulped hard and negotiated
for a used mainsail, known to have plenty of roach, from an acquaintance. So, last week we gave
that new used mainsail a test sail. Arghhh. It looked like a wet sock. Wrinkles everywhere. It
didn’t even fit on the boom. Too long. Somehow this acquaintance’s boom was at least 2 inches
longer than ours. That fact was enough to give us all pause for thought, since it came from
another Cal 40, and everyone knows that the boom and mast of all Cal 40s are identical (they are
rated that way). But we couldn’t think long on that issue. We had a PROBLEM. No
competitive mainsail. No roach. No roach means less boat-speed. So Steve went home after
sailing with the wrinkly main in a complete funk. The used sail was to cost a couple grand; but a
new sail is several times that. He later told us that when he dragged his sorry ass home, Amanda,
his surfing wife (that’s about all I know of her except the dozens of soccer players she manages
at home), bless her sole, said, “Well Steve, you’re just going to have to go out and buy a new
one.” If that isn’t a drunkard’s dream…
When the rest of the crew found out, we all just thought we’d died and gone to heaven. Steve
said later, he had swung some kind of deal in his work, and the increased commission was
enough to be able to buy the sail,
and he took that as a sign. Of
course, the addition to the house
might have been in line for that
sign, to say nothing of the kids’
college educations. But hey,
Karma is Karma. Steve called
Dave Ullman, one of the best
sailmakers in California. We take
delivery tomorrow. Cross your
fingers it doesn’t have wrinkles.
Not likely. Ullman is a pro. But
if it does, we’ll make do with the
old main. It worked pretty well

around St. Barbara, so we can still be competitive.
Wow. The prediction for Monday looks different today relative to yesterday. Check it out.
No more 24-35 knots. Now it is a mellow, and short-lived 20 knots (light green stripe). If this
pattern holds, or worsens, Jim’s notion (don’t take the little tuff #4 jib) will be smart. I’m
skeptical, though. We’ll be watching this one. Went body surfing this afternoon, and the chop
was way down. Stay tuned.
8July05
#3
Took the new mainsail for a spin today. Oh my what a piece of art. The roach pretty much
screamed “fast”.
We had a Professional on board from Ullman to see that it looked ok. I dunno, these pro’s strike
me as some of the most depressed guys in the world. They are often sadly overweight, and
stressed out. It seems like heaven, right? Sailing is what you love, so to do it every day, you just
become a professional. You help make sails, but mainly you help make sales. You go out with
owners on their boats and make them a little faster for a lot of money. You get your own boat
and soup it up with maximum gadgets and state-of-the art sails, and go out to big regattas and
WIN. Because if you win you sell sails. If you lose you don’t. Seems like heaven doesn’t it?
Lots of sailing, lots of fresh air, lots of winning races. But somehow these guys don’t seem that
happy at all. They have lost their awe of the prospect of sailing away from the coast and
watching the land fall below the horizon. They call it “getting out of town” or some other lowkey jargony phrase that is repeated over and over like “pork futures” for traders, or “Long-term
potention” for neurophysiologists. Don’t we each have our jargon handles that allow us to
condense our work and make it a little easier? I’ve seen the same thing with surfers. You know
you spend tons of money and effort to find some really cool spot out of the way, with perfect
waves, and the regulars are acting like it is a day at work. They are deadly serious, and you’d
better not get in their way.
I think it is a little like the Twilight Zone episode in which the man wishes that a beautiful
woman would fall madly in love with him. So she does, and it eventually becomes his
nightmare. The nice thing about sailing in a race as an amateur is that you can lose and not get an
ulcer. Plus, on the relatively rare occasions you beat the pros, it feels pretty good in a diabolical
sort of way. Like surfing, sailboat racing has an intense adrenaline bump. But like surfing,
habituation over many months and years can take that rush and gradually iron it out till it hardly
registers. What a shame.
Let’s return to my imaginary race, now updated. We were beating to windward in 25-35 knots
with the #4 jib and the most beautiful mainsail any professional ever crafted. Let’s stay with this
imagination, even though the updated wind predictions are looking mellower and mellower.
After a few hours of beating “out of town”, we start to “crack-off,” ease the sheets a little and
head a bit away from the wind and more toward our rendezvous with the southern North Pacific.
The boat will pick up speed, perhaps a knot or more. Then the waves will really come aboard.
Our skipper, Steve Carlton, bought this cute little “dodger”, a little dome for the main hatch so
we don’t get down below wet. It will work ok when we are hard on the wind, but I’m thinking it
will help little when we have the wind at 50 degrees apparent. This is also the point of sail that
catches sailors off-guard. A recent buster of a race around some of the Channel Islands saw a
man fall overboard in these conditions. The crew retrieved him, but he was not tethered, and it
could have been a real tragedy. You bucket along very fast, till suddenly you’re looking at a 6-

foot whitecap making a bead for your chest. The boat very abruptly rolls sideways maybe 50
degrees, knocking you off-balance. If you aren’t watching, the breaking wave takes your “offbalance” and throws you onto the life rail to leeward, or worse. But we are watching, and
holding on.
Somewhere in here we make a second sail change, to the jib-topsail, a bullet proof piece of
modern fabric; don’t ask me what it is made of, but it is a reaching machine. This period is a
rocking rolling blast. Assuming we stay dry. What does that mean? Dry means you come down
off your watch, and take off all your soaking wet clothes, and put on dry clothes, take a final
Dramamine, and go to sleep. When you wake up for your next watch, your clothes are damp. If
it’s a night or graveyard watch (after midnight till before dawn), you pamper yourself and put on
a dry set of undies. Otherwise you just put on your damp ones.
I remember one blaster reach in the West Indies on an old 32 foot mahogany home called the
Bokonon. We were heading from Barbados across to Martinique, some hundred miles away. 25
knots on the beam. Unlike Cal 40s, Bokonon’s cabin was very leaky. Every crashing wave
would leak down below, and there was no staying dry. Your bunk is your only refuge, the only
place you can charge your brain’s batteries, get some sleep, relax a little bit when conditions are
on the extreme side. Only as you drift to sleep can you shake whatever level of seasickness you
are dealing with. On Bokonon, like many wooden boats, water leaks in through the deck and
cabin. It always seems to leak directly into your sleeping space. Crawling into a wet bunk in a
big sea may be the saddest experience on this planet. We were soooo miserable that night. But
the tropics have a way of making you forget water-based misery. The California current is not so
benign. If Psyche springs a leak somewhere, we will be all very cold. Hypothermia can be a
major problem. I am totally counting on the bunk being a safe haven.
Actually this point of sail, called a close reach, was, biographically, by far my favorite. My first
experience with it was sailing in my Dad’s boat Siwash, more than 45 years ago. He and Mom
regularly took my two brothers and me on Siwash to Catalina Island off the Southern California
coast as soon as we could swim (age 6). In those days, Siwash actually belonged to Dad’s dad,
Howard W. Wright Sr. Only later (1961) did Dad receive Siwash. In fact, Grandad was given
Siwash by his Dad (Walter Savage Wright) around 1914. Seems that as a young teenager,
Grandad had his eyes on Siwash, as she was being built in 1909, and brought her beautiful (and
in those days somewhat radical) lines to his dad’s attention. When the builder went bankrupt,
Great Grandad fulfilled Grandad’s, and every other boy’s, dream and gave Siwash to him as a
graduation present from high school. Jeez, I got a $19 watch for my high-school graduation
present. Of course Mom and Dad like to point out that within a couple of weeks, I lost the watch
while surfing in Torrance Beach. Point, counter-point.
Lots of divergences. Back to sailing Siwash as a 6 year old. I learned about three points of sail
in that early experience. The first was beating. In those days, Siwash stayed in Fish Harbor on
terminal island in a kind of double harbor that our yacht club (Los Angeles Yacht Club) shared
with a tuna cannery (stinkorama). Mom would drive the three brothers down to Dad’s office on
Friday’s around noon in City of Commerce, and we’d continue down to the boat, and climb
aboard and head out past the prison, put up the sails and sail magnetic compass course 210o for
Howlands. This was a beat. And wet. And usually seasick, but always exciting.
The second point of sail was coming home from Catalina. This was a broad reach, which for
Siwash was her favorite point of sail. The true wind comes from over your shoulder, and it is
very comfortable, and for a young boy, pretty boring.

But always, always, when we approached the outer harbor entrance, marked by the beautiful
Angels Gate lighthouse, we would round the lighthouse and head back up toward Fish Harbor.
We would haul the big reacher (we called it a ballooner, but I found out later
that most people don’t) in tight and head on a close reach. This part of
southern California is called “Hurricane Gulch” and the afternoon westerly is
always in the high teens at least. Siwash would heel right over, and we three
brothers would crowd the lee rail to mark whether we got “scuppers under”
or, if it was really blowing, “rail under”. Water coming onto the deck was
pretty darn exciting in those days. We didn’t know it then, but rail under is
slower than not. But boy did we look pretty, so pretty that when we dropped
the sails under the lee of the prison, we got standing ovations, or at least loud
cheers, or were they swearing at us? How come those guys got to have such a great view
anyway?
So Psyche is bombing along on this close reach with her rail carefully NOT under. We are all a
bit queasy, and the truth be told, this point of sail does not challenge the helmsman much,
compared to beating to windward. You mainly have to keep her on course.
#4
Exactly 40 years ago, our boat, Psyche made transpac history. I was 14 at the time. Don
Salisbury had just gotten the boat. He is a childhood friend of my Dad’s, arguably my favorite
among Dad’s old friends. He and Dad used to take the streetcar (Red line, I think) from
Pasadena down to the harbor, long before they were old enough to drive, and raced my Dad’s 22
foot starboat in all kinds of races and regattas. As an adult, Don sailed a cruising boat until the
early 60s when he was inexorably drawn into a new radical phase of yacht design in the form of
the Cal 40, another in a series of design triumphs by a man named William Lapworth. This man
holds a key place in the evolution of sailing and especially the Transpac. His designs bracketed
the discovery of polyester resin and fiberglass as boat-building materials, but most importantly
they redefined what a fast sailboat looks like.
I remember getting the opportunity to race with my Grandad at the ripe old age of 11 on his new
yacht, Jada, shortly after he had handed Siwash over to my Dad. The Nordlinger cup is a
venerable single-day race that runs from Angels Gate upwind about 5 miles to the Point Fermin
buoy, then across the channel to Catalina Island, around a jagged Ship Rock, that looks from a
distance just the way sailboats used to look. Grandad had bought himself a very fast, very well
built Sparkman Stevens design. She was a powerful wooden yawl (two masts, forward one
much larger than the aft mast, aft mast behind the rudder post), around 55 feet, and after a
mediocre start (more on race starts later), Jada just blew past all the other boats on our way to
Catalina. Once at Catalina, we ran into light winds, and watched as the rest of the fleet caught
up. At the front of this onslaught of “lesser” boats was a newly built tiny 36 foot sloop (single
mast). This little boat was leading a lot of much larger boats and was sailed by another Los
Angeles Yacht Club member, George Griffith. George was, and is, a radical thinker, and he was
at the helm of boat designed by another radical thinker, Bill Lapworth. These good friends
understood long before anybody that light is right. Cassandra, one of the first Lapworth 36’s
was the epitome of this credo, and she sailed right past us as we attempted to round Ship Rock in
drifty conditions. We passed the little upstart when we got some more wind sailing back to
Angel’s gate, but Cassandra won the race easily on handicap. This event portended the future,
which belonged to people like Bill, and George and their intellectual descendents from St. Cruz
in the 70’s, led by Bill Lee.

The Lapworth 36 was light, and shallow, with a deep, but short keel. These boats were built of
wood and masterfully crafted. However, Bill Lapworth realized that the new synthetic building
materials being used to make surfboards were much stronger, and began making a longer, lighter
version of the Lapworth 36 out of fiberglass and polyester resin. This was the Cal 40. Jensen
marine built a bunch of them in the 60s, and they COMPLETELY dominated sailboat racing in
those days.
This domination was first witnessed during the Transpac of 40 years ago. George Griffith
bought Cal 40 #1, Persephone, and basically could not be beat. Then another LAYC member,
Don Salisbury, bought #2, Psyche. He decided to take Psyche on the 1965 transpac and invited
George to go along. They recruited another LAYC member and excellent sailor, Connie Doran,
and two more excellent sailors (Wade Hill and Jack Jensen). Thus, they had some of the best
helmsmen in the business, and set off to sail into Transpac history. The race was pretty slow for
the first half, but more than made up for it in the second. I saw George, now gracefully
inhabiting his late 70s, at the Pre-race dinner last night, and asked him about the race of ‘65. He
said that about 2 days out Psyche was 5-6 hours behind the handicap leaders, all larger boats that
had already finished. Right after these larger boats finished, the wind-gods had their way. The
wind increased into a major “intensified” trade wind. George said it got really scary. The wind
got up over 30 knots, gusting to “50”. They knew that to have a chance they needed to keep their
spinnaker up. No one had every sailed a Cal 40 in these conditions, and these guys had no idea
how she would behave. But behave she did, and they made up those 5 hours and went on to win
the entire race on corrected time with 5 hours to spare.
Here’s a black and white photo of Psyche finishing
the Transpac 40 years ago, confident in their
corrected time victory.
This picture, and many more just like it. is what
makes sailors from all over the pacific rim flock to
southern California every odd year to sail for days
and days downwind in the trades to Hawaii. This is
the rather awesome legacy we have the honor of
chasing tomorrow afternoon.
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Well, everything about the weather I've written in the previous blogs were lies. We do not have
a strong NW wind, we have a breathless SE wind.
But it is still vintage ocean racing, only
with an extra bonus. We are neck and
neck with a ton of Cal 40's watching what
happens with every sail adjustment, every
course change. Normally the effect of
what you do is theoretical. You never
know whether it is really helping you
because you can't see the competition.
These Cal 40s are so close that we can see

at least half of the entire 14 boats! This morning we were reported in 3rd position!
There is a completely Zen quality to this enterprise. We are doing nothing but sailing fast. We
hardly think about anything else. Each slightest decision, go to the rail to take a pee, look for a
bunk to take a nap, all of them have to be thought about carefully for their likely effects on your
boat speed.
I was on the dawn watch. It came with Santa Barbara Island squarely in our path. The Hobie 33
in front of us went to the right of us, we went left. We still don't see the Hobie and we're several
miles past it.
I am now sitting on the leeward side, which amazingly enough is the starboard side. The wind is
NOT blasting out of the NW, but rather out of the SE. Unbelievably windless night.
The start was very exciting. Psyche sailed completely against the grain on port tack all the way
down to the starboard end of the line, the only boat out of the whole fleet to do that (Jim Barber,
driving, of course). The ploy was brilliant. We got clear air almost immediately and accelerated
away from the pack. Quite remarkably, we were inadvertently assisted by a helicopter coming in
too close for a look. The wind blast from his rotors accelerated us like a sling-shot out of the
starting area.
We spent the rest of our day covering our local competition
in a light southwesterly. We lost a few boats, and got a few
back during the next 12 hours. The wind went from light to
OFF. We couldn't even keep the 150 full, but instead had to
put up the Spinnaker staysail, a light-weight sail built for
downwind sailing, but it was the only jib we could put up
that didn't look like a wet beach
Steve Calhoun front, Jim Barber
towel.
steering, Bill Wright in the back
(tactician)

But the southeasterly is keeping us moving, and we just had a great breakfast, cooked by our
fearless captain, Steve Calhoun.
We see Sally Lindsay Honey, neck and neck to our south, Fin Beven, behind us but closing. We
see 15 to 20 boats total, but the others are unidentifiable.
They are somehow predicting NW winds within a few miles of here. Hard to believe right now.
#6
Yesterday was a channel island day, today is strictly oceanic.
We awoke yesterday with St. Barbara Island in our sights. Male sea lions barking like Jack
Russels, boats all around us. The first day of "race-till-you-drop".
It is a zen thing this ocean racing. Nothing else much to think or talk about save the magic
solution that will take us past the competition.
But beautiful it is. We crossed tacks with Illusion, till she finally got her lucky breeze and
disappeared. Then we converged with the most beautiful boat in the fleet, Odyssey, built in
1939. She is the spitting image of my Granddad’s second boat, Jada. Craftsmanship, aesthetics,
and design all poured into one. She is leading her class too!

A second frustrating day. A mosaic of winds that tease you and pick you up. Sometimes other
boats pick it up, and we don't. Other times we have our own private wind and start planning the
victory party. Pacing guys, pacing.
Then in the middle of it all I'd say a dozen BLUE whales came by periodically to say hello.
There massive splash deck nose, a back that goes on for days, and a
dorsal fin that looks like a Hollywood prop; all flow past the aerial
world for a quick glimpse. The sound of the blow is fully aweinspiring.
Sailed with a SE for hours and hours, till finally puff-by-calm the
wind started to shift to the right, where it belongs. We tacked to port,
and started heading SW toward Hawaii.
A couple of hours passed until we realized that another channel island had us in her sights. San
Nicolas, the island of the blue dolphins, where the Navy's historical bombing and testing have
ripped a delicate ecology to scratch, was luring us into her infamous shoals inside Begg Rock.
Many a channel-island racer has lost the nerve in these scary, scary waters. No visibility, night
fallen and a mist in the air, the high part of the island missing, the low part invisible. Never has
any crew been more thankful for GPS. We attempted to lay the west end, but had to take a
distance sapping tack to port, before we could have enough seaway to continue our journey.
Begg rock on our right we never even saw.
Then, finally, the wind started to climb.
Anticipating a stronger wind, we changed to the jib topsail, and starting heading off slightly
south of rhumb line.
This morning we got the disappointing news that we lost three boats. We believe, without proof,
that our lack of a "drifter", a light weight specialized for drifty conditions contributed to putting
us in the tank. Sally, who was right with us half of the day-light hours, has taken the lead from
Ralphie. She was right with us, but even Jim Eddy's Callisto who was well to the north, has
passed us. Let's hope this is the last losing day.
Thanks for all your well-wishes. Cool to find we made some press at the start.
14July05
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The Psyche is all about experimental science. Right now I'm sitting on the ladder, having helped
dropped the spinnaker that we put up a tad prematurely. The wind oscillates in direction about
45 degrees, which if you're an optimist means you do things too soon. If you're a pessimist you
do them to late. On Psyche, we're eternal optimists.
We see waves to surf but no power in the jib to catch them. The wind has clocked to almost due
North, which almost means we can make good distance down our track. But not quite. At its
worse, it is 20 degrees west of North, which means that going 11 knots on a wave gets you only
4 knots in the right direction. In other words the spinnaker forces us too far south. So back to the
Topsail, and head up to course.
Last we checked in, we had dropped our 3rd position to 6th. We vowed to sail harder, and not
lose another (&*^&^ place. The NW finally filled in strongly, going from 14 knots to 18 knots
to 22 knots and finally settling around 25 knots. We've been sailing in it these last 24 hours, and

it has been WET. Forget all the talk I made about how watertight Psyche is. She leaks like
crazy. Water on the Nav table, water all over the head. But, luckily, nothing in the bunks.
Dark, rocky, and wet. An e-ticket for sure. Just going to the bathroom is like a scene in haunted
house. Feeling your way across the cabin, stewn with sails and gear, and sleeping bodies;
everything wet; to the wet head where you have to figure out a web of valves. Get it wrong and
the boat fills with water. Wake up, Bill, concentrate. Now where the hell did I put my glasses?
Where's my flashlight? Where is ANY light. Where are my socks? Finally dressed. Got to get
on deck to relieve James. Dark. Big splash. Up my sleeve. Goddamnit, I forgot to close up my
sleeve. Underclothes wet. Bashing into progressively bigger seas, but nothing like the 25-35 we
were talking about last week. Big waves, wind, but completely manageable. The topsail pulls
nice. Wind gets over 20 knots and we put a reef in the main. First time for me on Psyche. Get
her shortened down, and now we are going like a bat out of hell. No way could our competition
be this heroic. They are surely still stuck down below looking for their glasses.
You can imagine we listened with anticipation to the morning positions. Well, at least we didn't
lose any more places. And, as James says, we're still ahead of Fin. We made time on three of
our near competitors, lost time on the first and second boat, and stayed pretty close to three more.
Knowing that at least two boats sailed faster than we did last night is disheartening.
Looks like heroic isn't good enough. Guess we'll just experiment our way across the Pacific,
until we blind them all with science!
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Seems like we've yet to start. Our aborted spinnaker experiment of yesterday is a barely
remembered dream. But without a spinnaker flying, we really haven't had the transpac
experience.
Seems like we've been sailing like this forever. The wind has been as constant as constant can
be. Sometimes as low as 13, sometimes as high as 23. This is the point of sail I know so very
well from my youth. It is the angle of the wind sailing home from Catalina Island to Angels
Gate. Beam reach at the start with the boat just boiling along. Then it comes back to a broad
reach. Far enough back to be comfortable, but not far enough back to set a chute, unless its
below 10 knots.
We are sailing as fast as we can. Not much you can do on this point of sail except try to keep her
on the right course. Don't be lazy and leave the sheets alone. When the wind changes direction
10-15 degrees every 10-20 minutes, get up and adjust the sheets so they make you go as fast as
possible down your track. If the wind dies you head up a bit to heat her up. If the wind gusts,
you head down a little to compensate. Focus is all you can do. Nothing very innovative or
exciting, and your focus doesn't win you much, perhaps a mile or two across 24 hours.
We lost another place this morning, but our 24 hour mileage was dead even with Fin and only 4
miles short of Callisto, who chose a much hotter point of sail. Tons of discussion among the
crew about transpac strategy. Turns out none of us knows that much about how to get to Hawaii
fast. We are a bit kerflumoxed by the courses different boats are taking, and the projected
consequences of those choices. This is transpac at its finest. A bunch of smart people, perplexed
by the complexities of sailing fast.
Haven't told you much about the crew. I'll start with Jim. I, together with Tom Jorgensen (who
just a few days ago, in bidding us adieu from the dock, warned us about the dangers of sailing

the northern track) taught little Jimmy how to sail. Years ago, at ports-o-call in San Pedro, we
used Ray Wallace's 21-foot Victory Sloops to start Jim's illustrious career. Jim and his brother
Skip were very quick studies. They made a team. Jim took care of tactics, Skip created boat
speed. Jim soon got much better than his teachers, winning all kinds of races as owner of all
kinds of boats. He has this indefatigable way of improving and improving. He particularly likes
to tweak the rigging of any boat he's on.
He's like my dad that way. Always
testing always looking for a straighter
lateral line in a mast on the wind. He
thinks about mast rake deeply, and has
taught me some neat morsels about this
mystical question. Mast bend is another
topic about which he meditates daily (at
least on transpac). The nature Jim of
today combines all this
with an affable, positive, diplomatic,
manner that makes you just want to raise
your level of play.
It has been an honor to be able to sail
with this guy.
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I'm finally getting used to this crazy sport. I've learned to really concentrate before going to bed
on getting EVERYTHING organized for the night shifts. So dark, so groggy. Everything has to
be set up for me, or I'll take an hour to get on deck. As it is I've got it down to about 15 min. I
and James are hot-bunking in the quarter-birth, a snug little hole underneath the cockpit, where
the sound of the water rushing past the hull drowns out the chatter in the cabin as well as the
hoots on deck. Hot-bunking, get your mind out the gutter people, means that you are never
on watch together, so you share a bunk. James wakes me for my watch, usually by violently
shaking my foot. I go on watch, and he sleeps in my hot bunk. Got it?
Sailboat races are never over until the last boat finishes. Anything can happen. We saw that
today.
We finally, finally got the spinnaker up. An eventful day. We sailed all night with just the jib,
and then while I slept, the crew put up the spinnaker, and away we went. Also while I slept, they
heard that our competitors, basically all of them, decided to forego their northern track and head
in our direction. By doing so, they gave up some significant miles to us!. We were back up to
5th place this morning. We don't know how far they intend to go, but we are happy to sit here
and give them a race.
Seems that the weather report has really changed from just 4 days ago. Now the great North
Pacific high pressure, which was expected to stay around and give even winds throughout course
(that report is why so many competitors stayed north while we drove south; they could sail a
shorter distance that way), is now expected to shift to the Northwest, and weaken. Bottom line is
that boats that stay to the north risk running into some very soft winds. So the fleet has dived
down to our latitude. We saw Far Far last night, spinnaker flying. Passed ahead of us from
right to left by a half mile, but due to her southerly course, ultimately lost a couple of boats,
including us. Clearly a strategic move; one step backward in order to take several steps forward.
Other boats are doing the same thing. This is all very exciting for two reasons. We had already

committed on a more southerly course for several reasons, not the least of which was Tommy
Jorgensen's dockside warning about how hard it is to get south when this very thing happens.
But it was starting to look lonely down here. This 2200 mile race is a lot more interesting when
boats are closer together. We've all bunched up considerably now, and that makes a good race.
Second, we are a lot closer to the leaders. Maybe we still have a chance.
The tropics are nigh. Little bitty flying fish, a sure sign. Stormy petrels, but no albatross yet.
Weather is still overcast, but now the clouds are clumping a little and giving us a drizzle. Spirits
are high. We are sailing hard. Changing from the heavy spinnaker to the light one when
the wind dropped, then resetting the heavy one as the wind increased.
Right now, Don Burdge is cooking a feast for
dinner, a mezclado of canned stew and fresh
carrots and peppers. I haven't really known Don
before this race, but he has an interesting history
that is worth relating. He, like all of us, has
sailed his entire life. But unlike Jim and I and
James and Carlton, who have a rather restricted
yachting community, Don has shifted his yacht
club affiliation every few years. He learned to
sail from Benny Mitchell at California Yacht
Club as a kid, a very auspicious start. Mitchell is
among the elite sailors at present. He is sailing
Transpac on Roy Disney's (if you haven't heard
of Disney, google him along with Michael Eisner for a wild tale of corporate intrigue) favored
yacht, Pywacket. Anyway, soon enough, Don was teaching sailing at Cal Yacht Club as well. He
has raced a wide variety of boats all his life, and even had a Cal 40 for a while. That was when
he was a member of my yacht club, Los Angeles Yacht Club, and when he befriended Steve (our
skipper) and Jim. Now he has moved on to the Alamitos Bay Yacht Club, whose junior program
is training Don's son Bill (nice name) to race dinghy's. I saw Billy at the dock on Monday, and
he had "stowaway" written all over him. Being an itinerate yachty has its advantages: Don gets
to keep the new friends he likes and pitch the ones he doesn't like. I hope I am among the latter.
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The sense of a long ocean race is starting to spread around the crew. We are making smart sail
changes. Driving with concentration, getting off watch, eating, sleeping, making sail change,
trying to sail as fast as we can. The only difference between us and the leaders are some pro
sailors and combined experience. We can overcome that with desire. We hope.
But we are also on a steep learning curve. Figured out how to make the spinnaker staysail fly
without collapsing the spinnaker. For those of you who don't have any idea what I'm talking
about, a quick lesson.
The spinnaker is a beautiful ballooning sail that you only put up when the wind is behind you. I
associate spinnakers with everything good about life. A boat under a spinnaker steers like a
dream. Point it wherever you want. In Spinnaker flying at Howlands Cove. A summer day.
Some racing boat, anchored in the cove, pulls out the spinnaker and hoists its top corner (top
corner = head, bottom two corners= clews) on its mast. Some scrawny kid climbs onto a rope
attached between its bottom two corners as the sail fills with wind. The sail lifts the kid two
stories off the water, and the cove screams in delight. Same sail now pulling tens of sailboats
toward Honolulu as fast as the crew can make them pull.

I also associate spinnakers with a sense of dread. Dead of night, June 1983. Sailing on spinnaker
in 30 knots of wind off Big Sur with two Bell brothers (I could write a tome about this sailing
family, but none are on this years transpac, so I won't) on my brother's tiny 24 foot sloop. The
wind falls from 30 to 20 knots. The little light-weight boat wallows in the huge seas, then
suddenly "rounds up" toward the wind, going from even keel to 90 degree tilt. The spinnaker is
flopping in the wind like some giant monster, holding the boat in a horizontal position. Scared
shitless? Yeah howdy.
Now we are flying the 1.5 oz spinnaker in what was 25
knots of breeze but has now abated to a measly 14 knots.
I just cut onions for tonight's master chef, Jim Barber,
who is cooking up "chicken tequila" for dinner. Three of
us (James calling "sweet" and "nice numbers" as he trims
the sails, Steve, driving this old Cal 40 out of retirement
like no one could ever have thought, and Don Burdge
handling the spinnaker lines) are on deck chasing our
competion. All but two have dropped in on our course
now, and this sharpens us. We don't really get why we
keep losing distance to these guys, but we are starting to
sail faster and straighter, and with more conviction, so
don't count us out yet.
The spinnaker staysail is a long light triangular sail we
put up between the mast and the ballooning spinnaker.
Before, it has disrupted the flow of wind on the
spinnaker, but we have now figured out how to move it
slightly so this doesn't happen. This is just one example of the myriad puzzles we try to sort out.
I've forgotten everything about my lab (sorry foog, you're
going to have to just be smart), and the equivalent amnesia has infected the rest. Think "waterworld" or "Life of Pi" and you'll begin to understand. Sleep comes very easily. Fatigue keeps
you grounded.
It helps that the gloomy overcast we have been enshrouded in (and that has S. California in its
grips still) is starting to clump up into fluffy, windy clouds, with brilliant blue sky and water.
The sea is very smooth, and the wind is strong. Life is good.
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Sailing downwind under spinnaker with a lot of wind (>25 knots in this boat) is an art. Every
sailor has her personal approach to this art, and different really good sailors' approaches are often
quite different. My approach was stolen from my older brother, Howard. This guy can sail
downwind faster than any one I've ever met. When he plays the piano, Howard hums. He sets
his mouth in a particular way while he plays, and just hums. Weirdest thing, but Keith Jarret does
it too. Anyway, when he sails downwind in lot of wind, he sets his mouth in the same way. I am
pretty darn sure he hums then too. Howard and I once sailed in the Moore 24 National
championships in Santa Cruz. 36 boats in this very popular class.. The first race was sailed in
20-25 knots of wind with a 1 mile windward leg followed by a 2-mile leeward leg and a finish.
We got a poor start and rounded the weather leg in 7th place. Now, normally, short races are
won by good starts, and fast sailing upwind. Very little happens on the downwind legs, for the
most part. I expected to battle for 6th or 5th place, starting after we rounded the leeward mark.
Once we rounded the windward mark, these little light Moore 24's took off like bullets on the

strong winds and high waves typical of Santa Cruz. Looked back at Howard. There was the jaw.
I turned forward to see where he was going, and found him to be on a very long extended surf.
Basically, Howard has the knack of connecting surfing waves together. Our knotmeter showed
15+ knots for 10's of seconds. Somehow, he was connecting waves, and literally dodging the
competitors in front of us as we flew past them. We rounded the leeward mark in 3rd place,
and I've been trying to figure out how Howard does it ever since. Here's what I've learned.
Lots of people think you should look behind you to catch waves. After all, that's where they are
coming from. right? Not true. Look forward. What do you look for? You look for white-cap
systems. White-caps, where the wind tumbles a wave into a steep, then breaking beast, are a
funny chain-reaction kind of thing. When one breaks, the white water extends where the broken
wave has just passed. More importantly, wherever that wave's white water passes, there will
most assuredly be another white cap in just a few seconds. These areas of white water move
downwind, but relatively slowly, and are readily chased down by the observant helmsman. So
picture yourself in a screaming downwind run spinnaker straining on the boat. You spy some
white water slightly to the left of your course, and your head right for it. The bow dips deeply
down, into the back of the just-breaking whitecap, the stern raises up, and your off and running.
Lightweight boats can take off for 10s of seconds on these wild rides. The more sedate Cal 40
will also do that, but only when the wind gets up toward 30 knots. In 20 knots, the rides are
shorter, but speeds of 12 or 13 knots are not uncommon.
But the magic that Howard taught me, that I've only been able to employ on three San Francisco
to San Diego races we've gone on over the years, is to look, not for single white cap systems, but
for chains of them. Picture yourself scanning the horizon in front of you again. You see a strong
whitecap system on your left, and a weaker one on your right. Take the one on the left, right?
But no. You notice that the right whitecap system is very close to another system to its right, and
a third to that one's left. Off you go. Your sights are not simply on riding the wave you are on,
but how to steer this now rampaging boat right into a next wave without slowing down. When
you string even two together, it is like sex.
On Psyche, we cannot for the life of us keep up with the front half of the fleet. Very frustrating.
They bite off another couple of miles every day. An interesting development happened today
among the leaders. Sally Honey, who was way ahead and way north, came diving down. Way
down. So far down, that she lost 7 places including us. But there she is to the south of the
fleet where she thinks things will be windier for the rest of the race. Keep an eye on this boat. It
has the magic of boat speed and 10's of thousands of transpac miles of experience. Meanwhile
Fin Beven has held high and moved himself into 2nd place! Of course everyone doubts he can
maintain that place over time, expecting that the boats in the stronger winds in the south will
make a strong surge. But don't count Fin out, because there is another wind gradient besides the
north to south one. It is from east to west. We've noticed on the weather maps that at any given
time, the wind is about 1/2 knot stronger every 50 miles or so. This too is a big gradient, and it
brings up two points. First, Fin has sailed way into that gradient, and just might be able to pull
away in spite of his Northern position. Second, goes at least part-way toward explaining why we
are following steadily behind, in spite of our best efforts. This theory says that whatever boat
gets out of the Southern California Bight first has a distinct advantage, the winds tending to
increase her lead. Right now, Callisto, 11 miles ahead of me, has .2 knots more wind than we
do. A little depressing, but what isn't depressing is that very strong winds seem to be happening
ahead. There are several shifts, lots of maneuvering, and half the race still to go. Don't give up
yet!
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Today's positions finally said something good to us. Psyche can actually go FASTER than the
other boats. Here's what we heard.
Our day's run was very good (173 miles), second only to Ralphie (178 miles) among the Cal 40s.
This is in spite of the fact that:
A.) we were in virtually the same waters, several miles back, as Far Far (167 miles), Seafire
(150 miles), Dancing Bear (157), Illusion (148) and, most significantly, Callisto (161 miles)
B.) we stopped for a 10 min for a "man-overboard" drill.
This means that, either by dumb luck, or by doing what we did last night, that we can beat these
jokers. We have really needed that data. It changes the race.
So what did we do to achieve this accomplishment? Well, we started the day by throwing the
skipper, Steve Calhoun, off the boat. Well, not literally. He actually jumped. I guess you can
say he walked the plank. But before describing this interesting mid-course spectacle, let me tell
you a sad story.
Two years ago. Santa Barbara Island race. I was a grateful crew on Jim and Bob Newsome's
former ocean racer, Titan, a much bigger faster boat. Of course, this means that the boat goes
faster than the rest of the smaller boats, but that's why there is a handicap. Titan's is huge, and
we had to not only beat the fleet, but beat them bad to compensate for the size advantage we had.
Lots of boats in the fleet. Jim totally took the start. I mean it made Monday's start look like a
hacker. He had Titan screaming along at the right end of a bad line right at the gun. We sailed
out of Angel's gate and sailed a picture perfect course to Santa Barbara, tacking on all the
headers, covering our competition, Titan just going like a bat out of hell. We rounded the Island
in the evening, and headed for home under spinnaker. Several helmsmen complained that we
didn't seem to be going as fast as usual. We tried to peer through the water at the keel, way
underneath the boat, but Titan was not tipping over enough, and its bow wave made too many
bubbles. We decided that there must be something else wrong, perhaps the shape of the mainsail
(a common hypothesis on Titan, because it’s main is an incredibly huge, incredibly complex,
beast). Then we saw the red and green running lights of a boat coming behind us really fast.
Shit, what is going on? But oh, ok, it makes sense, that boat is a catamaran, and these twinhulled boats are notably faster than mono-hulls in the downwind direction. We had forgotten
that there was a catamaran class in the race.
But then we saw a couple of more lights, then several more, all catching up with us. Were they
ALL catamarans? By this time we were approaching Angel's Gate, with a Christmas tree full of
running lights all around us, even ahead of us. About half the fleet actually passed the mighty
Titan before we made the finish line. As the wind died in the wee hours of the morning, they
were passing us even faster. We FINALLY finished the race with more boats beating us boatfor-boat than not. We got so far last place on handicap, that we broke the computer. You can
imagine after racing hard for 18 hours that we were dejected, but the primary emotion was
bewilderment. How could this have happened? How could the same boat that DOMINATED
the fleet in one direction be so slow in the other direction? The less experienced of us still
suspected the main. Jim did not. As soon as we finished, he turned on the engine, went forward
a few boatlengths, and then slammed it in reverse. After a few seconds Titan slowed and then
started moving in reverse, the crew crowding around the bow for a look. Out from under the

bow of the boat came a HUGE pile of kelp, maybe the size of swimming pool. I have rarely felt
so foolish and dejected by a sail boat race.
Back to yesterday with skipper Steve walking the plank. Far from keel hauling Steve, we were
sending him over to inspect the keel. We had tried to lean out over various spots on the boat, but
we simply could not see the entire keel and rudder. We had to KNOW whether we had kelp or
not. Why Steve, you might ask?
Well, would you do it? I wouldn't. Neither would anyone else. Steve relished the thought. He
had his snorkel and tighties on faster than you could say "Jacques Cousteau". He put on his
harness. We tied a strong line to it. Jim let out a "life-sling" in case our maneuver was a
disaster. I was driving (gulp). We doused the spinnaker, and sharply
turned Psyche into the wind (away from Honolulu) till she stopped.
When she came to a stop we shouted "now", and over Steve went. This
maneuver was, as James later commented, distinctly exhilarating, a lot
like the astronauts must feel when they send their finest out of the
capsule to inspect an exterior problem.
You see we HAD to do that. We could not possibly sail with a 100% positive attitude if there
was even a 0.001% chance that we had something attached to our hull. There wasn't anything on
the hull, of course, but that is not the point. Our two biggest guys hauled Steve right out of the
water. Up with the spinnie, and up with the attitude. Now we had no excuse.
This is a crew possessed. Steve even emptied
the starboard water tank, leaving us 95%
dependent on the engine and water maker, and
200 pounds lighter (we have 6 gallons of
emergency water we can't touch). We spent
the rest of the day, focused on the job of
sailing. The spinnaker sheet was never cleated.
We adjusted the sails continuously, each crew
member continually talking with the helmsman
at the time about what he was doing. We each
take our steering "tricks" at regular 1/2 hour
intervals. Jim's usual tinkering was hyperobsessive. But he developed some really good
"tweaks" on the main and spinnaker, and I'm sure we are sailing significantly faster than before.
So now we are starting to catch our competition. Hopefully this will continue until the finish in
Honolulu, where perhaps our beaten
competitors will turn on their engines and
back their boats down, hoping to find a
reason why we beat them.
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I forgot to tell you what an amazing
transition it has been into the tropics.
The day before yesterday, the dawn
dazzled us with clear blue skies and the
most brilliant blue water you can possibly
imagine. Boom. Into the tropics. It had

been getting warmer up until then, but this was a quantum leap. Since that morning, it has been
HOT on deck, even in 12-18 knots of trade wind. Unless you are on watch or taking a shower,
you tend to stay below. But night-time is magic. The moon is HUGE, and the sky is full of all
kinds of clouds. Squall's abound, although we haven't yet had the honor of being run over by
one. We are still scratching our heads about how to deal with them. Apparently there can be a
lot of wind, or none, depending on which part of the squall hits you in a rather unpredictable
way. I remember the 79 Transpac, perhaps the slowest in history, and every squall was
completely devoid of wind. We learned to sail away from them, when we could. Hopefully I'll
soon be able to tell you what this year's squalls are up to. Looking at the slanty way the rain
seems to be coming down from them, as we view them from a distance, I suspect they have a lot
of wind, but we shall see.
Our 12 foot long by 10 foot wide cabin has been organized and reorganized, so we can now sit
on one of the 8 foot berths and eat or write on the computer. All systems are working. We are
still sailing our asses off. Yesterday's run although putting us in 5th place, was not as dominant
as the day's before, although now we are listed ahead of Radiant. She laid a bit of an egg
yesterday for reasons we are still debating. Callisto is now 2nd! And we are only 12 miles
behind. They have headed more south, which could give them an advantage, but we seem to still
be sailing pretty fast.
A major reason for this speed is our youngest
crew member. James Learned is an LAYC
brat. He has sailed dinghies at Cal Berkeley,
and big boats all over the state. He is the guy
that knows everything on deck. He is the
foredeck guy who handles all the sail
changes and jibes. We would be in deep shit
if he weren't aboard. Tricky maneuvers that
us stodgy guys who think about all the things
that could go wrong prefer to delay, are
embraced by this energy dynamo. He is still
teaching the rest of us how to do some of his
maneuvers on deck. Hopefully we'll have it
all down by the time we reach Honolulu.
James is beginning medical school at USC this fall, a
unique opportunity that speaks volumes about his intellect and energy. He has that natural
curiosity and ability to devour information that will pull him through that experience with flying
colors. James is going to be my doctor in my old age. His enthusiasm is fully infectious. I wake
him up for each watch, and he invariably just can't wait to get on deck and make the boat go
faster. He carries a perpetual smile on his face when he is steering, especially when the wind is
blowing hard.
Oh-Oh, Captain Steve's water filling duty has just been passed to me. He is needed on deck. A
little tygon tubing from a magic box over my bunk takes sea-water and forces it through a
membrane, which sieves out all the salts. Although it requires the engine be running to function,
the water maker works like a little charm, knock on wood, and allows us to have ample water
supplies without having to carry a lot of weight. Right now we are getting a major puff (20 knots
from the northeast, keeping all the folks busy on deck. Getting some "darkish clouds" behind us,
says James. Tune in tomorrow.
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The last 12 hours have been amazing. When I logged off, the wind was piping up in front of a
building squall. Well, me didn't get hit by that one either. I did forget to tell you yesterday, that
things are getting a lot more like "Master and Commander". In particular, we sighted a sail on
the horizon below us yesterday. Based on the 8AM positions, we think it was Far Far. Ahead of
us, but we were closing. Needless to say, this got our juices flowing. Both boats were on
starboard jibe, wind coming over our right transom, but we were sailing lower and faster than
Far Far, till they disappeared over the horizon on our starboard quarter. Arrrgh, matey, we'll
get him the next time. Then the wind came up, and we started going pretty fast (8 knot average
with common surges into the 12s and a few 13s). We (on advice of our computer program,
MaxSea) kept a lookout for, and got, a 15 degree change in wind. Now instead of the wind
coming from the NorthEast, it was sliding in low from the EastNorthEast. To remain on
starboard tack would mean going 15 degrees away from Honolulu. It was time for our first
jibe.
The act of jibing strikes fear into even the most stalwart sailor. This is because of our early
experience. Typically, we each started sailing in liittle dinghies, one or two-man sailboats, that
are very sensitive to the slightest tug at the tiller. If you are heading downwind on starboard
tack, with the wind over your right shoulder, and circumstances (a rounding buoy, or a just a
change of mind) dictate that you turn toward the left, you will have to jibe. Imagine little Billy
in the ding-kitten at Howlands cove on Catalina Island. The much older Sam Bell has just
challenged him to a race around the buoys. Billy has the head start, and races down the beach
with a brisk westerly over his right shoulder. He comes to the last mooring along the beach,
which means he must turn left and JIBE. He turns the boat to the left, the wind catches the boom
(the the horizontal stick on the bottom of the sail that is named for the sound it makes if it hits
your head) and swings wildly across the boat, just missing Billy's head. When it slams against
its tether lines (called sheets, don't ask me why), the little boat tips wildly over, with gallons of
water rushing into poor Billy's little ding-kitten. Sam Bell, who has practiced jibing many times,
sails right past with that classic devilish smile on his face. Funny, somehow I remember him
having the same beard he sports now. But he was no more than 15 years old, so that can't be.
Sailing with a spinnaker is
complicated business. It looks like a
puffy mushroom from far away to the
uninitiated, but its puffy structure is
the result of a complex of poles and
lines holding it into the wind like a
puppet on a string. Jibing with such a
complex structure is even more
complicated. A poorly executed jibe is
just plain ugly. A well executed jibe is
a thing of beauty. Well, I hate to
admit it, but on Psyche, we have only
jibed maybe a dozen times as a crew,
and never in the 20 knots and crazy
seas that we were experiencing last
night. Nevertheless, our combined experience told us to expect a thing of beauty, not a nine-year
old's folly. We each gravitated to our zone of strength James is ready on the foredeck. Steve
hauls in the main sheet, Jim and Don are handling the spinnaker lines on opposite sides of the
cockpit, Carlton is handling the elevation of the spinnaker pole as it swings across the deck in its
journey from the right to the left bottom corner of the sail. James intercepts the pole on its

journey, and leads a line that runs from the left stern through the pole and out to the left side of
the spinnaker. When that job is accomplished, James screams "MADE" loud enough for all to
hear. Then the left side of the cockpit hauls the pole carefully (remember this adjective) but
quickly up and back until it is pulled right up to the left corner of the spinnaker. By this time, the
main boom has swung across (missing our heads) to the right side, and is let out by Steve. All
this time, Billy has been steering this bucking beast gently and carefully through downwind.
Head up too much, and the boom will slam, and the spinnaker will flog, and the etceteras go on
and on.
We did it! We made our first trade-wind jibe, and it was a thing of beauty. We high-fived each
other all around, and continued on the shortest course toward Honolulu. Then the wind really
started to come up. We changed (a more straight-forward maneuver) to a heavier spinnaker.
When we got the heavier sail up, the wind was gusting to 25. We were running straight down
wind, and poor old Psyche started into a series of oscillating "death rolls". These death rolls are
caused by a strong wind setting a big spinnaker in a back and forth motion. Lighter-weight boats
will start a death roll, until suddenly they start to plane like a speedboat, and get completely
stable. It's kind of like breaking the sound barrier. Well, Cal 40s are less like the light boats I've
sailed on, and more like the heavy ones. My dad's Shields 30 used to yaw so wildly back and
forth in strong downwind runs, that it would scare you to death. Good helmsmen can counter
the oscillations with clever steering, although our reflexive turns usually accentuate the roll. Jim
was frantically searching the motor programs of his brain for the right combination of turns that
would dampen this thing down. The boat tipped ominously from one rail to the other. The
danger of this craziness is that the spinnaker pole with its attached spinnaker can touch the water,
immediately turning the spinnaker into a water parachute. When this happens, it usually breaks
the spinnaker pole, the mast, or both. Obviously, this can cause injury.
We all know this, and are hoping Jim's brain can pull that algorithm out of his Shields 30
background. It doesn't. Instead, Jim finds a different part of his brain and just man-handles the
tiller hard to leeward, forcing the boat to a higher heading with the heaviest of hands. Don
comments, in an increasingly familiar desert-dry tone, "That was as subtle as Italian foreplay".
Everyone laughs. I laugh just to release the tension. When the death rolls had completely
subsided, I piped up, "What's Italian foreplay?" The answer (delivered with a perfect American
Italian accent, "Hey, you awake?"
We hauled ass down wind on port jibe, much of the night. We did a second jibe back to
starboard jibe in the wee hours, responding to another wind shift. Jibes are getting routine right?
Well, later this morning, the wind shifted again, and it was time to jibe back to port. This time,
we tried it without all hands on deck. Don drove, Jim handled foredeck, Billy handled the main
and the port cockpit, Steve handled the pole height. I was more than a little trepidatious, having
never done the complete cockpit duty. I queried Jim over and over about what to do, but was
still a bit befuddled (What was the middle part again?). The "trip" went fine, the pole passing
down to Jim on the foredeck, he shouted "made" and I did my duty on the port side. I rapidly
hauled the line that Jim had just attached to the pole up toward its destination on the left corner
of the spinnaker. Now if you were paying attention (and if your eyes are blurry, I would totally
understand; realize these are the ramblings of a madman), you will remember that I said the crew
on the left side of the cockpit has to haul the pole up quickly and GENTLY. That was the
middle part I forgot. With my head down on the lines I was hauling in, I vaguely heard Jim
screaming at the top of his lungs. I looked up in time to notice that the pole I had so rapidly
hauled in was IMPALING the spinnaker, our beautiful unblemished 3/4 oz spinnaker,
right in its left groin. The hole the pole made was butt ugly. Tears radiating all over the place.
SHIT. Well, we got it down, the poor thing. But now we are all pissed and frustrated, and we are
sailing SLOW without a spinnaker up. Jim scrambles down, and grabs the lighter-weight 1/2 oz

(The wind was in the teens, well within this remarkable sail's capacity) spinnaker. Without
really getting sorted out, we try to haul up the new spinnaker, but with all the bouncing around in
the confused sea, the damn thing got wrapped on the head-stay (the wire from the mast to the
front of the boat). Tight. This conjures up all kinds of remembrances. A racing sail-boat with
dejected crew motoring in to the bay, having retired from a race with its spinnaker tightly wound
around it head stay. Stories of ocean racers that spend many hours trying to get their wound
spinnaker down. Ultimately, someone has to be hauled up on a line with a knife, and cut the
thing down. If we had to do that, we were in big trouble. Maybe twenty minutes goes by, Jim
shouting directions (not too subtly I might add) to Don Burdge about where to steer. Steve and
James (awakened by the panicked calls from the deck) pulling frantically on the sides of the
spinnaker in a desperate attempt to keep it
from getting even more tightly wrapped.
The
scene looked really bad. Sometimes the
sail swung undone, but more often it
twisted even more tightly. Somewhere in
all of this, ever-observant Don figured out
how to maneuver Psyche in a way that
made the sail unwrap itself. No idea how
he did it (he can't explain it to me), but
there it came, like a tether ball on a pole,
and suddenly, our precious spinnaker was
FREE, and pulling like a champ. Jim and
James spent the next 4 hours repairing the
Jim Barber (left) and James Learned patching the poor ¾ oz spinnaker,
poked spinnaker. We've put it up (though
after we impaled it with the spinnaker pole. Notice the surgeon’s
now it is down), and it looks really good.
hands
I'm thinking Jim should have been a
surgeon.
Jeesus, I'm getting exhausted all over again just relating this story.
Well, back to Master and Commander. This morning, we sighted once again, the pesky yacht,
Far Far. Arrrghhh. 4 miles away, just ahead on our port beam. Both of us sailing on port jibe,
once again we sailed the lower course, and they have now disappeared over the horizon. We
also heard this morning that we pulled ahead of Far Far on corrected time (we have a bit better
rating, because of our somewhat heavier displacement). In fact, we are 3rd place! But hold onto
your wallets folks. 4th and 5th place boats are less than 30 min behind, and the pre-race favorite,
Illusion is coming on very strong from the south, and Fin's fast boat will come quickly now
that he has sailed south into the wind. These days in a row of strategy and tactics and sailhandling, and just plain figuring things out, is turning out to be a lifetime of racing. Like a threeweek summer-school class for 4 credits. We definitely have our sights set on Callisto, 12 miles
ahead of us, but their yesterday's run was 1 mile better than ours, so we'd better stop poking
poles through our spinnakers.
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For those of you who care, I've been miss-labeling all the blogs. Probably got started on that
during the haze of the first three days, but it might even date back to before the start!. Anyway
today really is the 22July, and this really is the 14th installment.
Shiver me timbers, Far Far is in our sites. We have been slowly closing with them all day. We
are sailing as if it was a short buoys race. Earlier today it was very light (9-12 knots).

Interestingly, the crew works much harder in light winds than in heavy ones. Constantly
adjusting the spinnaker as the wind changes velocity and direction. In heavier winds, 5
knots of wind variation have a relatively smaller effect, and the most efficient adjustments are
made by the helmsman. It was pretty light all morning. We are now the second-most southern
boat, which is where we had said we wanted to be. Now that we're there, of course, we are more
than a bit nervous that the northern boats know something we don't. We stand in fourth place, at
present. Our day's run (173 miles) was basically a dead heat with the number 2 boat Callisto
(173), the number three boat, Seafire (175), and the number 5 boat, Far Far (174). We're ok
with this, inasmuch as we figure we lost a couple of miles with our spinnaker hijinks of
yesterday morning (see Blog #14). As I predicted (see Blog #15), Illusion is coming on very
strongly (182 miles), and are now only 6 miles behind us! Sally Lindsay-Honey is kind of a
demi-god among sailors, and none of us expects to beat her, although it is completely possible.
Until today, she had stayed to the south, but is now up there at the northern end of the fleet. You
can see that lateral as well as down-the line positions are extremely fluid. This is more like the
jostling of a horse race than the more glacial stuff of the usual yacht race. We're all beginning to
realize that the most likely location of the final climax of this race will be at the very end, in the
Molokai Channel.
A heart stopper. This is where the winds and waves funnel between the islands of Molokai and
Oahu. Many a boat has come acropper in this channel. It really terminates at the finish off of
Diamond Head. My favorite story about Molokai is that of the huge ketch Miramar, I believe in
the 60s. This is one of the loveliest boats you ever saw, but huge! Last summer, my wife Bird
and were moored on Siwash, my Great Granddad’s 1910 vintage yawl in Cat Harbor on Catalina
Island. Miramar was moored very close by, and Bird and I hiked up the steep hill at the mouth
of Cat Harbor. Looking down on Miramar and Siwash from this distance, we were struck by how
similar the two boats appeared. Siwash looked like a newborn baby Miramar!
Winds are not only stronger in the Molokai channel, they are much gustier. They can catch the
unwary off guard. This is what happened to Miramar just a couple of miles short of the finish
line. They got hit by a gust, rounded into a full-blown broach with their main sail tied forward
by a strong "preventer". This preventer keeps the main from swinging over the boat in an
accidental jibe, but the other blade of this sword is that it jams the entire main-sail under water in
a round-up. The mast and boom cannot resist the forces from this water anchor as the boat is
going 12 knots, and, in the case of Miramar, the towering main mast came tumbling down. The
crew got out the cable cutters, and soon had the debris cleared up. But they still had a mile or
more to the finish line. What were they to do? They still had their much shorter mizzen mast in
the back, but found that the boat couldn't be controlled by this sail. Every time they tried to head
downwind, the sail just pushed the stern downwind, and the bow into the wind, the opposite
direction of the finish line. After a few tries, the boat was stalled to a standstill headed into the
wind, when someone got the bright idea of "backing" the mizzen, holding the end of its boom
forward with a preventer, allowing the sail to catch the wind on the wrong side. This, and
a clever helmsman allowed the Miramar to literally back down all the way to the finish line at
Diamond Head!
This sounds like something we would do. I hope we
don't. Our crew work continues to improve. We've
executed three picture perfect jibes since yesterday's
fiasco, each of us at our "best" position, and we've
pretty much shredded the jibe monkey from our back.
Today's daytime watches were brutal, with blazing sun
and constant sail trimming, and talking the boat along.

Here's a typical situation. Bill's on the helm, Steve is working the spinnaker sheet and calling the
course, and Don is trimming the spinnaker pole and mainsail.
Steve "the wind is down from 12 to 9 knots, Bill, heat it up 5 degrees.
Bill "coming up to 245"
Steve "slack the pole 5 inches, Don"
Don "pole going out"
Bill "get the foreguy tight, the pole is bouncing too much"
And on and on. Half hour tricks at each position. After 6 hours of this, I am very tired. Today
is shower day. Up on the foredeck in my birthday suit. Flying fish everywhere. Pour a bucket
of tropical seawater over my head. A bit of Joy for soap.
Rinse with more seawater, and a final rinse all over with
freshwater. Down to my bunk to bed. Now its 3 hours
later, and I feel refreshed. The sun is going down, with
moon rise an hour later. Sailing this bucket fast at night
in these moonlit tropics is a full-blown joy. James got
me up early this morning for a spinnaker change and
marveled how fast I became fully functional. The
moment you wake up, you just can't wait to get out there
and do it some more.
You see, I've been programmed to treat spinnaker runs like dessert. You eat your dinner of cold
and wet on a long against-the-wind beat to the weather mark. Then turn and set the spinnaker for
an eyeblink of fun on the downwind leg. Miraculously, on the Transpac, most of the course is
under spinnaker. It is one long dessert, and I can't get enough of it. My first taste of spinnaker
was in the same little dinghy I mentioned before on my discussion of jibes. After my brothers
and I figured out how to sail the ding-kitten, we wanted to be like the big boats. We wanted to
have a spinnaker. In answer to our dreams, Fin Beven had been playing around with parachute
cloth, and figured out how to make a small spinnaker for our ding-kittens (he and his two sisters
had a ding-kitten, too). This is the same Fin Beven skippering Radiant. The same Fin Beven
who bet the farm on the northern route in this Transpac, and has, at least for now, eaten a fair
amount of crow. The same Fin Beven that we all want to beat. The sweetest man in the world
on dry land, but on a race course he is VERY intense. Anyway, back when he was 14 or 15, he
was an enterprising young capitalist on his mom's sewing machine, and for a small fee he
presented us with our first spinnaker. Much more useful than lemonade. My brothers and I spent
days and days beating up to windward, turning our little catboat down wind, and with a
makeshift spinnaker pole (probably a broom or something), hoisted the spinnaker to a makeshift
block on the top of the mast. Spinnaker runs rocked then, and they still do 45 years later.
I'm about to go on watch (10PM-1AM) for another incredible moonlight sail. Oh boy, oh boy.
James just sighted Far Far. We last sighted them this morning, and lost sight of them when they
were bearing 305 degrees. They've now come over the horizon at 96 degrees, meaning we've
caught them somewhat. They are on the opposite jibe, with the wind over their right shoulder; we
are going down the line on port jibe. Thus, our courses are converging. They will probably cross
our bown within a mile or so! You can bet we will have our powder dry, matey.
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Last night I was sitting on deck staring at the rising moon, waiting for my trick at tailer, when
something whapped into me and started to wriggle. A flying fish! Jim was driving. Eeuww
says Jim.
Let's cook him, says I.
Eeeuw, says Jim. Don't do that. It'll stink up the place.
You kidding? Fresh fish?
Took the fish down below, put a little canola oil, salt, and pepper into a pan, and put on the
flame. Cut off the head (should have kept it), cut out the guts. Quick sautee that little wriggler.
Cmon Jim, have a bite.
Ok.
Hmmm. That IS good.
That was last night. Today is today.
We're in 2nd place, by George! After a slow days run, that was nevertheless second only to
Ralphie, our handicapped placement, is second to Ralphi too.
Wow. What the heck happened to Callisto? They stayed north, and lost 10s of miles. We kept
battling south all yesterday afternoon with Far Far, till the wind, by shifting counter-clockwise,
said "no, get thee to starboard tack and stay there."
So here we are. Illusion is breathing down our neck, as is everyone else. Gulp. Haven't seen her
yet. Guessing we will.
The pressure is mounting. What does the crew of Psyche do at times like these?
Write a song, of course.
³Sail On Old Psyche²
To the tune of ³My Bonny Lies Over the Ocean²
Words by Jim Barber, Don Burdge, Steve Calhoun, James Learned, Carlton
Seaver and Bill Wright
Far Far is on the horizon
Callisto is off to our lee
Radiant just tanked the big one
But Psyche is racing at sea
*CHORUS*
Sail on, sail on
Sail on Psyche to Waikiki
Sail on, sail on
Sail on old Psyche with me

She may not be fastest or lightest
Her record is A-number One
Some people sail Transpac for money
But we¹re all just here for the fun
(CHORUS)
Jim Barber is full of good wisdom
Recall what his Daddy once wrote.
When the helmsman¹s not paying attention
Say ³just steer the blank-blanking boat!²
(CHORUS)
Navigation is always a heaver.
On board this forty foot Yacht
But luckily Carlton Seaver
Is giving it all that he¹s got
(CHORUS)
Well Hooner¹s the one with the money
At least before this big race
If 'Manda discovers the real cost
She¹ll kick him right out on his face
(CHORUS)
Bill Wright is our nutty professor
Up quickly to tack, gybe, or set
If you can¹t convince him that you¹re right
Then make him a one Mai-Tai bet
(CHORUS)
Don Burdge is the joker on Psyche,
He keeps the crew smiling all day.
His humor is much to our liking,
As subtle as Œtalian fore play.
(CHORUS)
Now, James is the youngest among us,
He makes crewing look like child¹s play
His work on the foredeck is peerless,
Without him there¹d be hell to pay
(CHORUS)
So always remember old Psyche,
As she sails away from your port
It isn't the age of the vessel.

But the spirit that she carries forth.
(CHORUS)
(Applause)
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Remember how exciting it was to send Steve down into the great blue ocean to inspect our ship.
I compared it to the sense that astronauts must have when they send a colleague out to inspect the
outside of their shuttle. The analogy of our precious Psyche as a space-ship is worth pursuing. It
is probably true that more people can identify with the well-known circumstances of the various
space shuttles, and especially of the Starship Enterprise and Millenium Falcon of popular
science fiction, than they can with a 40 ft sailboat on the Pacific. Nevertheless, the two
circumstances would seem closely related. Here on Psyche, we have a highly detailed, highly
personal local environment. The details of the sails, sheets, cabin clutter, food supplies, clean
clothes, etc., are the immediately tangible tools with which we engage the larger world of getting
from here to there. Like the space travelers, we are mainly oblivious of the world through which
we travel. Our meteors, the flying fish and blue whales, provide an interesting backdrop, but we
only see a small fraction of the world past which we are speeding. Our minds, like those of the
space travelers, are engaged with an almost entirely mental world. We trust that the science of
navigation will get us to a different place. We happen to be racing 13 fellow 40 ft sailboats, and
are using yet another different mental world, that of sailboat racing, to get us to our goal faster.
Captain Kirk finds a Klingon ship on his screen. We find a morning report of the positions of
our competitors. We both try to imagine what our foes are going to do next, and how to outfox
them. The point is that there is a huge disparity between the tangible tactile world of our boat,
and the mental map of where we are and what we are doing. Nowadays, there is even more
mental imagery. Downloads of expected wind velocity and direction go right into this game of
chess we are playing.
I don't know if any of you have ever read the story about the single-handed sailor, William
Crohurst was his name I think (google him for scary tale), who lost his mind on a single handed
race around the world in the late 60's or early 70's. Crohurst was acutely aware of the disparity
between these different levels of being, and proceeded to falsely project by his radio'd
positions, an imaginary track, a little faster than the rest of the other boats in the fleet, but fully
plausible. The race officials had no way to verify his track, so they reported him ahead of the
fleet. Crohursts plan was to continue reporting a track that would bring him around the world
and back to his present position in the Sargasso Sea before his competitors could make the trip
for real. He divorced his tangible tactile world of sailing his boat from the imaginary world of
navigation and global travel. The fact that Crohurst's intelligent mind unravelled (his boat was
found unblemished in the Sargasso Sea with two separate logbooks: one for his deception, and
one for his reality) attests to the remarkable tension between these different worlds.
The close world had a close call last night. We had gone several hours on starboard tack, when
the line that connects a piece of hardware from the boat to the spinnaker pole gave way.
Spinnaker flopping in the breeze, spinnaker pole banging on the headstay. We managed to haul
it down before it wrapped around the headstay, and retied the line, and rehoisted the spinnaker.
Could have cost us hours, had the spinnaker wrapped around the headstay. Instead it probably
cost 5 minutes. Whew. "We're given it all we got, Captain. She can't take much more.".
What makes Startrek and the Tranpacific yacht race interesting is when the two worlds collide.
The Klingons are suddenly just outside the door of the Enterprise. This morning after a

disappointing roll call that still had us in second place, but with Sally Honey's Illusion snapping
at our heels, we jibed back to port tack (wind over left shoulder) and headed toward the
island of Molokai, hoping for better wind and an advantageous jibe angle. After a couple of
hours, we once again sighted Far Far, in almost the exact same position as we've seen her for,
what 3 days now? Coming across our bow on starboard jibe Ok, we are still ahead of her on
corrected time. Let her go. 10 minutes later, we sight Illusion, first time, a "lofty ship to
weather, and she's sailing fast and free." So she had decided to come out and find us. She sailed
on port jibe (wind over her left shoulder) to our wake and jibed right behind us. Well, matey, we
have a race then. We looked again at our weather predictions, and figured we'd have a slight
edge on the other jibe. So we jibed (another perfect one) over to starboard (wind over our
starboard shoulder; you've got the idea now, that's all the help you get), and paralleled Far Far,
but farther south. As we suspected she might, Illusion followed our jibe. So now here we are!
2000 miles of racing, 158 miles to go, and the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th boats (if I had to say, Illusion is
presently second, we are third and Far Far 4th on corrected time) are all within sight of each
other. Incredible. Far Far just ahead and to weather; Illusion off our starboard quarter. Nothing
we can do but sail as fast as we can and jibe if the wind shifts. We are on Molokai watch, now.
This means we get three hours on three off, the rest of the race. Got to keep fresh minds on the
helm from here on out.
We are due to come in, tomorrow at midday. After the finish, we will all motor into the dock.
The first place boat, Ralphie, will have been there some 6 hours. After docking the boat and
greeting our family and friends we will engage the hated Klingons on Illusion and Far Far with
a handshake and a Mai Tai toast.
If I don't send you an update tonight, I'll send one more tomorrow, although it may have the
smell of lei and mai-tai on it. Then an epilogue from California when I get home. And that'll be
it.
I'm told you can see pictures of us at the dock on the website,
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Although I will likely send a note from home to you all when I return, this is my last seagoing
blog.
Unbelievable night last night. We even-steven on starboard jibe with Illusion and FarFar for a
couple hours. FarFar fell for the bait to go south again, we kept on. We waited till the dark of
night to make our jibe and try to shake Illusion. Never saw her again. FarFar came out as we
approached Molokai on port jibe. We crossed ahead of her! It took us 4 days of battling, but we
finally shook her. When she got to our wake, she jibed to track US down. She must have
tangled something in the process (it was dark so we couldn't see), but they rapidly fell behind.
So we are barrelling into Molokai's treacherous shore on port jibe. Billy wants to jibe (he hates
lee shores). James says no. If we wait we can lay Diamond Head on one tack. Billy defers. The
wind has piped up to 24 knots. The 3/4 oz shoot is starting to strain. Let's take it down.
Seaway running out we drop that sail and hoist a heavier one. Now, finally we can jibe.
Gusting 26 knots, we wait til it "calms down" to 23, and do the jibe. Almost perfect, off we go
on starboard tack down the north coast of Molakai like a banshee. Wind comes up to 32 knots.
Every helmsman hits 14+knots, Jim gets a 15.7!
So we know we will get second Cal 40 to finish. We probably won't save our handicap time on
Illusion, but it's going to be close. Oops. Just heard, she called in only 43 min behind us (we
have to give her 62 min, so we lose by minutes). We are still racing as hard as we can as NEWS

helicopters hover. Can you believe it? Don't know why, but their rotor wash blew off Jim's hat
and made sailing intense. Seems fitting that we got a helicopter buzz at both ends of this 2,225
mile journey. It seems impossible that we just stepped off a dock onto Psyche and traveled that
far to this place, and now its over.
Now we have passed Koko Head, headed for the finish at Diamond Head. Lots of thoughts and
emotions. Can't put them together now.
Thanks to you all for your
encouraging emails. This has
been really fun for me.
Best wishes to you all,
Bill
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It's been two days since my
last blog. So, last I left you,
we were barreling down the
Molokai channel trying to
stretch our lead on Illusion to
take 2nd place in the Cal 40
fleet. A helicopter buzzed us
in symmetry with the start,
2200 miles ago. The winds
just before the finish are
From left to right: Jim Barber, Bill Wright, Carlton Seaver(?), Steve Calhoun (driving?), Don
really gusty and strong (28kt),
Burdge
and combined with the
helicopter, it was a challenge to keep the 3Ž4 oz spinnaker full and not busted. A later finishing
boat rounded up and blew out their spinnaker a half-mile from the finish. Their photo finish had
a naked foredeck (ouch). A boat full of friends and relatives that had come out to see us at the
finish screamed encouragement. The spinnaker held for the photo. We did it.
Palpable sense of relief. Two weeks
of winding up our competitive
vigilance began to unwind. After
dropping the spinnaker, we broke out
the rum and toasted ourselves. We
followed the chase boat into Ala Wai
yacht basin. As we entered the harbor,
the Hawaii Yacht Club cranked up its
Hawaiian music and its over-the-top
³Aloha Psyche² welcome on the
loudspeaker. A crowd of people
gathered there to greet us. The smell
of a fresh lei, the taste of ice in a Mai
Tai. So amazing to have so many
people so stoked to see us. We ate fresh fruit, chicken kabobs, celery.
We waited the 52 minutes that Illusion lagged behind us (we needed 62 to win), and went over
and congratulated them. Sally Honey was greeted by her husband Stan Honey. Both are as
famous as sailors can get. Sally was the Rolex Yachtwoman of the year several consecutive

years. Stan the dominant navigator of this era¹s transpacs. Sally looked a little disappointed, I
thought.
Then back to our party, substantially inebriated. We found captain Steve, faked him into a photo
shoot on the dock, and then threw the sucker into the briny. I threw Jimmy in too. Then I found
James and threw him in, but he
managed to hold on. Someone else
had thrown Don. Laughing so hard
we almost drowned. Dragged our
asses out of the water on to the dock.
Lined up again on the dock arms on
shoulders, then in unison, fell over
backwards into the bay. Now that¹s a
photo-op. Quite a spectacle. Then
we all padded into the HYC showers
fully clothed, rinsed off everything,
and then headed by a little ferry boat
over to where Far Far was docked
having their party. There we ate,
sashimi, sushi, steak kabobs, and
drank more Mai Tais. We found out
that the reason they fell so far behind when they jibed on our track was not because they had
spinnaker trouble. They took their spinnaker down, and replaced it with a poled out jib. This is
like driving a Ferrari with a go-cart motor. But safe. Paul on Far Far said it allowed them to
sail more downwind, but it did them no good; we lost their lights in just a couple of hours, and
by sunrise they were over the horizon. Illusion ended up beating them by a mile in the end.
Jim and Don and I (the unconnected ones) staggered over to Don¹s hotel, where Jim mistakenly
thought he had reservations. I took Don up on his offer of a shower and a nap in his room.
Woke up 3 hours later with a driving headache. Disoriented, I was. Made my way back to the
boat. Radiant, Fin Beven¹s boat, had come in. They had lost their alternator, and so had no
electricity, except to report their position. This meant, no instruments, no weather info. Back to
the dark ages. Hard to say how this contributed to their demise. I suspect morale was the
primary factor.
Callisto came in. They had gone from dominant second to way back in three days. They finally
got the idea they had something on the rudder, so they went into the wind and backed down
twice. They didn¹t see anything. Notice the difference between their response and ours to the
same problem. We realized we had to SEE whether there was something there or not. When we
saw there wasn¹t, we sucked it up and sailed harder. Callisto never got that ground truth, and
although they did sail faster subsequently, they were never in contention again.
I alone slept in my bunk that night, now in a flat bay, not on the pitching sea. The over-the-top
Aloha and the loud, music (very small repertoire) that greeted each boat as they came in all night
hardly made a dent in my sleep. Next morning we cleaned up the boat. Then I drove my car up
to visit a marine lab in Kaneohe bay, where I sit now typing this blog.
I want just one more paragraph to extrapolate from the insights about the dichotomy of our
tangible sensory world and the cerebral, hypothetical world that was the race itself. All the way
across the Pacific, we saw trash. It wasn’t there in ‘69, not even in ‘79. It is deeply disturbing to
see the largest ocean in the world defiled that way. We, in the industrial world, find ourselves
with a widening understanding of a world view. In short, we are ruining our poor little planet.

We KNOW this. In the same way that we on Psyche knew Sally Honey had caught up with us
before we saw her. This abstract cerebral truth is based on our measurements, our science. We
CANNOT back away from this truth. We cannot head up 50 degrees and presume that it doesn¹t
make any difference.
We cannot simply say it is in god’s hands. Instead we have to do what all these Cal 40s (except
Radiant) did. Trust our scientifically received wisdom, and steer the boat as best we can figure
out. In this case, it isn’t a question of how we get to the finish line, but whether we get there.
Thanks again, you all for reading my blog. It has been truly wonderful to write all this crazy
stuff down and know that someone would read it.
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